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Hazelnut

Hazelnut is a Active Player Character played by Kai.

Hazelnut
Species & Gender: Female Nekovalkyrja

Created: YE 35
Height: 165 CM
Weight: 45.3 kg

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Communications Specialist (Rear Seat Operator)

Rank: Jôtô Heisho
Current Placement: Second Expeditionary Fleet, 52nd Squadron - Screaming Specters

Plot: Frontier Skies

Physical Description

Height: 5'5“
Mass: 100 lbs
Measurements: 32B 30 34

Hazelnut is slim and slender with a lithe, athletic build and tanned olive skin. She has a narrow heart-
shaped face with hazel green almond-shaped eyes, and usually sports some form of smile. Her short,
triangular ears can be rather perky and are covered in a very short layer of soft fur. She typically sports
short, Bob-cut hair which is a swirled mix of caramels, dark tans, and light browns (Like a Dilute Calico)

Personality

Hazelnut is what could be considered an extroverted introvert. She is extremely sociable, gets along well
with others, and tends to interact with those around her more often than not, often seen as extremely
bubbly and talkative. Despite that, Hazelnut truly prefers to be by herself involved in quiet activities such
as reading books, or making small handicrafts. When given a task, however, she would prefer more than
one and is great at multitasking.

History

Hazelnut was born 10日 4月 YE 35. Created as part of a large batch of Nekovalkyrja to replenish and
bolster the Fifth Fleet's ranks at the end of the Second Mishhuvurthyar War, Hazelnut was initially trained
as a starship Communications specialist. Throughout the intervening years, including the Kuvexian War,
she kept her post. After watching the Fifth SF's forces postured defensively for the entire war and not
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seeing as much action, Hazelnut almost felt left out. Seeking new learning and opportunities, Hazelnut
attempted to get into a new career field, training as a fighter pilot. Though she was unable to score
higher than a D Rank, she was able to find a position in the cockpit of a fighter; doing her original job in a
new position.

Hearing of the Next Gen Fighter Program, and seeing that several models were two-seaters, Hazelnut
applied and was selected as one of the first back seat operators for the new Nagamaki.

Skills Learned

Hazelnut is trained in all of the Common skills required for the Star Army of Yamatai.

Hazelnut is an experienced Star Army Communications Specialist

She is capable of safely piloting most Star Army spacecraft, but lacks the capability to do so in combat.

Social Connections

Hazelnut is connected to:

Coconut Batch-mate 'Sister'

Inventory & Finance

Hazelnut has the following:

Standard issue clothing and equipment

Hazelnut currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by Kai on 03, 27 2023 at 02:23 using the Character Template Form.

In the case Kai becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Hazelnut
Character Owner Kai
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Character Data
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location YSS Teisenjou
Plots Frontier Skies
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Jôtô Heisho
SAOY Occupation Star Army Communications Specialist
SAOY Assignment 52nd Squadron - Screaming Specters
Battle Buddy Coconut
SAOY Entry Year YE 35
Orders Orders
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